Landscape enhancements at
the existing buildings to help
reinforce intersection

Enhance streetscaping into
downtown with
planters/trees/new
decorative street lighting

Consider replacing existing
street lighting with new black
fixtures to match signal
poles

Black powdercoated steel
decorative signal arms/poles.
Tube structure with lattice work.

Stone signal bases with inset
acrylic panels internally lit with
color changed LEDs. Colors
would be dynamic and could
reflect the Oskaloosa logo in
the intersection

Colored concrete Oskaloosa
city logo in large scale
Colored and Stamped concrete
crosswalks. Brick finish to
echo existing building character

Cream/Buff concrete
intersection color to "pop"
from surrounding asphalt
and announce the entry.
Extend the concrete
treatment into the corners of
the sidewalks to help extend
the visual impact of the
intersection
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provide additional
dining/seating/gathering
space near the
sidewalk/streetscape

outdoor patio space

"active play" area games or syn lawn to
help green the alley

outdoor stage location

oskaloosa colors in
crosswalk bars set in buff
colored concrete. Ties in
the treatment at the
highway intersection to
the north
simple round form is
complimentary to the
existing park shapes and
enhances overall entry to
the park from mid block
crossing

business direct service
into alley

traditional brick paving at
statue location to help
enhance entry treaetment

improve access to interior
courtyard to use as
indoor event space

improve furnishings

"mural" boards for
outdoor exhibits or
rotating exterior art
displayes

paving pattern/paint to
extend out of alley and
through alley
"intersection" to help
direct people to the art
exhibits

overhead canopy
structure to allow . see
inspiration image
showing colored panels.

consolidate trash for all
businesses to south alley

bump outs to narrow and
slow traffic at crossing
point

traditional brick paving at
statue location to help
enhance entry treaetment

simple round form is
complimentary to the
existing park shapes and
enhances overall entry to
the park from mid block
crossing

monument marker at park
entry to tie into hwy 92 & 63
signal pole bases
provide additional
dining/seating/gathering
space near the
sidewalk/streetscape

oskaloosa colors in crosswalk
bars set in buff colored concrete.
Ties in the treatment at the
highway intersection to the north

outdoor
patio/cafe
space
traffic calming bumpouts for
mid-block ped crossing

Enhance downtown
landscape with trees
and planters
Introduce 6' bike
lanes in both
directions

Bike box allows
cyclists to more safely
turn left

Adding bicycle lanes
with having a minimal
effect on the existing
traffic and parking
patterns.

Retain some angled
parking

13’ SIDEWALK

15’ ANGLED PARKING

16’ LANE WIDTH
84’ ROW

EXISTING CONDITION

16’ LANE WIDTH

16’ ANGLED PARKING

8’ SIDEWALK

Expanded sidewalk
allocates space for
trees and planters

Narrowing existing
lanes allows more
enough room for 6'
bike lanes in both
directions

15’ SIDEWALK

8’ PARKING

6’ BIKE LANE

11’ LANE WIDTH

11’ LANE WIDTH

84’ ROW

PROPOSED CONDITION
parallel

6’ BIKE LANE

16’ ANGLED PARKING

11’ SIDEWALK

